
"Thomas Lavin is available at any time for you! Both our Pacific Design Center and
Laguna Design Center staff are available via email & telephone (our desk phones are
ringing through to our mobiles), so feel free to reach out at any time. We can
organize delivery of Atelier Purcell samples and swatches or even a collection preview
over Zoom, Skype or FaceTime. Just let us know how we can be of service. We are
here for you!”  - Thomas Lavin

"Ensuring that our team, showroom partners, vendors, and clients are healthy and safe
has been our top priority over the past several months…and now more than ever, we are
committed to fostering and supporting these relationships (that are the lifeblood of our
collective future success) at an even higher level, to deliver “true design community
partnerships” that cooperatively and proactively navigate our ever shifting industry
landscape.”  - Alexander Purcell Rodrigues
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We have updated our in-stock program format and have added additional items that are available right away at reduced

pricing for you and your clients to take advantage of while they last!

You can review the updated in-stock item list at www.atelierpurcell.com by clicking “To the Trade” and entering your

current login, or by registering as a new user.
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Based on your feedback and our internal AP collection evolution initiatives, we have added several exciting new versions of

the popular Khepera Consoles and Cabinets.

Please visit www.atelierpurcell.com to view the entire collection and contact us or your local showroom with any

questions and pricing inquiries.
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